X30
Cordless Vacuum Cleaner
with LED display and App
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ROIDMI TOP OF THE LINE cordless vacuum cleaner for vacuuming and wet cleaning!
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Connect to your smart device via Bluetooth™ for a wealth of information about battery capacity and
battery health, cleaning time, remaining dust bin capacity, filter element condition and even the calories
you are burning while cleaning. If you just want to clean, there is no need to use the app at all.

BMS-X 2.0 battery system

70 min run time (tested at standard level)

LED display

The new BMS-X battery offers extended run time through
innovative cell management and the highest quality
LG/Samsung lithium batteries. The run time has been
increased to 70 minutes per charge (tested at standard level),
allowing you to clean up to to 450m2 of floors on one charge.

The LED display gives you full overview of the many functions.

Antibacterial filter
ROIDMI X30 is equipped with the Japanese
Toray filter, which comes with an ion antibacterial
coating to further reduce bacteria in
the exhaust.
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Dust-proof filter

Filters micron dust

6-level air-purifier filtration and antibacterial coating

X30 offers air-purifier quality, six-level filtration, ensuring any dust
and allergens stay in the bin.

RS50
X30
Cordless vacuum cleaner with
LED display and app
X30 is ROIDMI’s top of the line in the cordless vacuum
cleaner range, sporting superior cleaning ability,
long run time per charge and simultaneous
vacuuming and wet cleaning option.

Wireless magnetic charger
Simply place the vacuum cleaner in the
magnetic wall mount to recharge.

Silent, user friendly and with a full range
of accessories including innovative app
management, ROIDMI X30 is superior in
cleaning ability as well as versatility.
SPECIFICATIONS:
Suction power: 150W at max level
Noise level: < 83 dB(A) at max level

Magnetic water reservoir

Dust bin: 0.55 L

Click on and pull off in a second. Switch to wet
cleaning in seconds, simply remove for
vacuum only cleaning.

Cleaning modes: 3: Standard / High / Max
Warranty: 5 year motor warranty
Weight: Lightweight / 2.7 kg
Colour: White / black
Display: Smart LED display
Light: Intelligent photosensitive LED light
Battery capacity: 2500 mAH / 72Wh
App: Yes
Vacuuming and wet cleaning: Vacuuming and wet cleaning
simultaneously with the water reservoir attachement

Dust bin capacity: 0.55L
Hygienic one-button emptying.

Charging: Magnetic, wireless
Charging time: 2.5 hours
Run time: 70 min. at standard level

Soft Roller V-brush suitable for all floor types
V-shaped Soft Roller brush with hydrophobic
nanoscale fibres and anti-tangle properties.

WHAT’S IN THE BOX?:
Charger: Magnetic wall mount, wireless
Main cleaning head: Electric cleaning head
Wet cleaning: Water reservoir attachment
Roller: Soft roller V-brush
Mattress brush: Yes
Multi function tool: Crevice tool + multi function brush
Pet brush: No
Flex extension hose: Yes
Wand: Yes
Cleaning brush: Yes
Storage: Magnetic wall mount
Power supply: yes
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Filter: High Efficiency filter

